Audiomoves
A free dance resource for teachers
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How to access the podcast
You can listen Audiomoves episodes using a mobile phone, tablet, desktop or
laptop.
Episode are available via
our website
Spotify *
iTunes *
YouTube
Audioboom *
Deezer
Podchaser
Radio Public
Google Podcasts
*These platforms allow you to download episodes so you can listen offline.
If you're not sure how to play the episodes, click here

Audiomoves
These unique podcast recordings are designed to encourage children to move, dance and use their
imaginations.
Ideal for use in the classroom while taking a brain or sensory break, in the hall as part of PE, or as a way
to enhance and bring alive other curricular areas or topics you are covering with your class.
The recordings, each lasting around 7 minutes, take the children through a physical exploration, with
each series based on a different theme like weather, chaos and order, sound and silence, forces, light
and dark and rhythms.
Each Audiomoves podcast is carefully structured to draw the children into the story, gently introduce a
range of movements, and then invite the children to explore how they want to dance. Each session ends
with a cool down where the children focus on their breathing, notice the sensations in their bodies and
reflect on how the session made them feel.
"The structure is fantastic – the way it moves from warm up, to energising to calm, is brilliant."
Adrian Largo, year 4 teacher

Dance in the curriculum
Audiomoves can be used to support the development of dance as part of the national curriculum
requirement for children to:
perform dances using simple movement patterns.
Each podcast allows children to explore the dynamics of dance; encouraging them to move and explore
elements like balance & gravity and gain a better understanding of how their body can and wants to
move. Children develop spatial awareness, as they explore the space and how to move safely around it
and each other.
With an emphasis on play, the imagination and creativity, Audiomoves taps into children’s natural desire
to move and explore their bodies physical capacities and the possibilities for self-expression.

Wellbeing
The work can also contribute to children’s wellbeing; developing awareness of what they feel in their
bodies, noticing and naming sensation and emotions, can support children in tuning into and
understanding how their bodies respond to experiences and supports the
development of emotional intelligence. Each podcast asks the children how
they feel in their bodies and how what Charlie describes makes them want
to move.
Incorporating movement into daily learning can boost balance, motor function,
brain function, and cognition. According to a growing body of research, movement
increases blood and oxygen flow, which positively affects cognitive development,
physical health, and mental well-being.
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Lesson Plan 1
Running an Audiomoves podcast with your class

1) Getting into the space – warm up
You could begin your session with a simple name and movement game; in a circle ask the children to
introduce themselves with a simple dance move.
If you’re seated this can be a hand dance, or a foot dance – where the children do a simple movement
with their hands or feet.
When everyone has shared a movement you could ask children if they can remember someone else’s
dance move and get everyone to repeat.

2) Introduce the theme
Introduce the theme of the podcast and have a short discussion - for example; you might talk about light
and all the different kinds of light we experience. If you are about to run the magnets podcast talk about
what you know about magnets; how they pull together and push apart, or repel each other.
Introduce some key words before you begin - we have provided lists of vocabulary here (link) along with
a brief introduction of each episode.
Explain you are going to join someone called Charlie in a dance and that children should feel free to
move however they want to. This is about freeing their imaginations; they can be as silly or as serious as
they want – as long as they are safe.
Ask children to find a space and then look around the room to notice all the obstacles or hard objects
they might bump into if not careful. Notice all the other people in the room that they will need to be
careful not to bump into – emphasise the need to be safe and look after each other.
Remind the class that they can choose how to move – these can be tiny moves, or big moves. They may
choose to do their dance sitting or want to move around the space. The important thing is for them to
feel how they want to move in response to what Charlie is saying, the music and the sound effects.

3) Play the podcast and dance
Joining the children in the dance can help build confidence. Try not to lead the class in following your
movements, but showing how you interpret the invitation to move can help to encourage more hesitant
children.
You can also notice how some of the children are moving during the dance and encourage others to do
the same, or build on and develop other options.
You can repeat some of the things Charlie says in the podcast to help guide the children’s movements.
As Charlie does, keep the language you use open to different choices and possibilities – underling that
there is no right or wrong way to respond.
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4) Discuss their experiences of dancing alongside Charlie
The Audiomoves podcasts centre the sensory, somatic experience of dance and movement; the
way in which we experience our bodies physically and how we can express, understand and
explore who we are and how we feel without the need for words.
However, discussing children’s responses after the dance is a great way to extend the
experience; sharing the different ways in which they explored and played in the session and
finding the rich vocabulary to express this.
Noticing the relationship between the physical sensations children experienced and feelings
and emotions can help children recognise and tune into how their body and mind are one.
Some suggested questions to guide your discussion:
What were we dancing about?
How did we start? (For example; Slowly filling the balloon with air or the body filling up with
water).
Where in your body did you first feel the (magnet, stones, balloon the heaviness etc)?
Did anyone feel it in another body part?
Notice how the movement started in one focussed area of the body before travelling around the body
in different ways.
Then what happened?
The movements become extended and more energised as Charlie suggests different ways to explore
and play.
How did that feel?
How did you move?
You can ask children to share how they moved at different points and suggest that everyone in the
class tries out that move, and then try out different and contrasting ways that others responded to the
same invitation from Charlie.
What did we do at the end?
How did that feel? What did you notice in your body?
Each episode ends with a cool down, where movements are slowed right down and children
are asked to notice their breathing and their bodies as they relax into the ending.
What was your favourite part?
Return to different questions or thoughts that Charlie talked about – for example; ‘not everyone likes
storms. But however you feel, they always pass.’ Or ‘do you prefer being tangled or untangled? Not
everyone likes the same.’
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Lesson Plan 2
Create your own Audiomoves
Children identify and explore what makes up a Audiomoves podcast and then create, and write
their own.
You could extend this lesson by recording your podcast – with children sharing the narration of
their Audiomoves podcast which they could then share with other classes, or other children at
home.
1) Warm up
Start the session bringing the children into the space, maybe starting with a name and dance
move warm up.
2) Listening
Explain that you are going to create your own Audiomoves podcast that other children could
use to enjoy creating their own dance moves.
Think about the way in which Audiomoves combines ‘audio’ – listening to the podcast, with
‘moves’ – dancing in response to what we hear.
Choose an audiomoves podcast to listen to; it could be a favourite, one the children have
particularly enjoyed, or one new to the class. Ask the children to lie or sit down and listen
carefully to notice what ingredients make up an audiomoves podcast; can they notice the
different stages Charlie takes us through?
Note that you are focussing on listening in this activity, but of course they may not be able
to resist moving a little – they can do this from their seated or lying down position.
Talk about the different stages of the podcast; from warm up; to building the initial
movement and exploring other ways to take that movement; to going to ‘the next level’ –
where does the podcast go next? And finally to ‘cool down’. Capture their ideas on big paper
or an IWB.
See if you can remember the kind of things Charlie says to encourage people to move.
3) Creating and writing
With older children you could move into small groups to create their podcast, or you can work
as a whole class – this would probably work best with younger children.
The first thing is to decide your theme. What do you want to make your dance about? You
may have an idea you want to explore to connect to a topic – for example; desert sand, if
you are exploring the Egyptians; or you could add to the light or forces series with an idea of
your own. Or you could give children free rein to decide what they would like to make a
podcast about.
Anything can be turned into an Audiomoves podcast but try to keep the idea of something
inside your body affecting how you move and dance.
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So for example if you think about painting you might explore the paint brush inside you and
the different ways a paint brush might have smooth strokes, flick paint and make dots. The
paint brush could be in your head, your hand, your toes.
Choosing animals can be more difficult as children will tend to become the animal rather
than having the thing, or energy, inside of you. If the children wanted to create an
audiomoves about rabbits maybe you could suggest they imagine a rabbit’s fluffy bobtail
inside them, and then move onto the twitching nose but feel that in different parts of the
body; the knees, the elbows, the top of the head etc.
Once you have found your starting point, image or theme, now create the structure of
your Audiomoves podcasts. Ask the children the prompt questions for each stage in turn
and write down their ideas.
Structure Prompt Questions
Greeting:
How do you want to say hello to the listeners?
How do you want to introduce your theme?
How do you want to invite them to move with you?
What can you say like to your listeners to encourage them to move in the way they would like to
move?
Is there a feeling you’d like to introduce – for example in ‘Storm’ Charlie describes feeling gloomy
and that makes his body heavy.
Beginning
Where do you feel this feeling in your body?
(I feel like I have a rabbit’s bob tail in my head .... or I feel ice in the centre of my stomach)
How does this feeling make you want to move?
What kinds of movements do you want to do?
Start in one part of your body. Starting small and slow.
Warm-Up
Think of 3 new places you feel this feeling in your body?
How does your whole body move with this feeling?
How would you describe how you feel?
Level-Up
How can we take this feeling and movement to the next level?
Where else can you feel it in your body?
Or maybe the movement grows and changes?
How can you move around in different ways?
Can you make it bigger, or faster?
Maybe it becomes stronger and more energetic?
What happens if you travel around the room?
Maybe the movement needs to change into another movement?
What does it feel like now?
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Cool Down
How do you help your dancers cool down?
What movement do you choose and how can it be as soft, gentle, and quiet as possible?
Would you like to cool down in sitting or lying down?
What else can the listeners do to relax? Can you help focus on the breathing?
When you have created your basic structure and series of movements now think about other
things you might say on your podcast to help your dancers to imagine and dance.
Goodbye
How do you want to thank the listeners for dancing with you today?
How do you want to say goodbye?
4) Dance your podcast
When you have your structure and have developed your script using the children’s suggestions
and the suggested script outline provided (Appendix 1). Now ask the children to dance to eachothers’ podcast; take on the narrator role, as Charlie does, and read out the podcast script
inviting the whole class to dance to it.
Adding some music in once you get to the ‘Level up stage’ will bring the podcast to life even
more. There are many instrumental choices of music available on line, or you could use one of
Peut-Être Theatre's sound files by clicking this link.
Have two or three contrasting pieces of music at the ready so that children can choose which
they feel fits their piece best.
5) Record and share your podcast
Once you have tried out dancing your podcasts you can then refine them and turn them into a
script for the children to narrate. Think about the language and tone of voice Charlie uses to
encourage the dancers. When you have recorded the children’s voices ask your IT specialist to
help add some music to the recording to underscore.
You could even play with Foley to add sound effects. For example, maybe you’ve explored ice
cracking and breaking up – what can you find that would make that sound – maybe plastic
water bottles? Or if you’ve been exploring the sand in the desert, a rain stick, or pouring rice
from one vessel to another can sound like sand?
We would love to hear what you create! Tag @peutetretheatre or email
bridie@peutetretheatre.co.uk to share your Audiomoves episodes.
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Appendix 1
Suggested Script

Read the student’s ‘Greeting’ (for example - How are you doing today?)
I’ve been having this feeling lately. Can I tell you about it? I hope you don’t mind. (Maybe there a
reason you have been having this feeling?)
I’ve been feeling like (describe the image and the first place in the body that you feel it)
I can feel (describe the movement associated with the image)
I can feel (the image and movement).
(Add the children’s ideas about: direction - up, down, side to side, forward and back etc; Energy or
quality of movement - smoothly, sharply; tempo - fast, slow etc. And any adjectives and adverbs
children have decided on to describe the movements).
(Pause)
Now, I can feel (describe the image in 2nd body part, the movement and descriptions of the
movement)
(Pause)
Now, I can feel (describe the image in 3rd body part, the movement and descriptions of movement)
(Pause)
Where can you feel (the image) Do you feel it somewhere else in your body?
Maybe you feel it in your (suggest different body parts) or somewhere else? It doesn’t have to be
the same as mine.
(Pause)
I can feel (the image) in my whole body now (movement word, description of movement)
(Pause, let them explore the image)
Now I can feel (describe the children’s idea for the level up). Can you feel it too?
Remember to look out for each other as you move. (For example: I’m bouncing all over the room. I
need to be careful not to bounce on top of anyone.)
(Pause)
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Where can you feel your (describe image)? Where is it taking you in space? What shapes are
you making with your (describe image)? It doesn’t have to be the same as mine.
I’m going to (describe cooling down image and position) You can join me if you like. Or you can
(offer other options, like lying down, sitting, or standing) Whatever feels comfortable.
I can feel (describe the cool down image).
I can feel my (part of the body feeling the cool down)
(Pause)
I can feel my breath slowing down. Breathing in and out
I can feel my (other parts of the body feeling the cool down)
It feels like (describe how the cool down feels)
(pause)
Breathing in and out
I can feel (describe how the cool down feels)
Goodbye (read what the children have decided for their thank you and goodbye)
(Thanks so much for moving around today. I hope you enjoyed (describe movement and/or image).
Maybe you don’t like (describe movement). That’s ok. Either way, I’m so glad we got the chance to
be together today.)
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Appendix 2
Episodes key words and concepts
Audiomoves Season 1: Pilot episodes
The Shower
I want to tell you about the feeling I’ve been having lately ….I get this feeling like water is running down the
ceiling and onto my head…like a nice warm shower
Splashing
Sliding
Stretching
Bobbing
Floating
Swirling in spirals and circles
Swishing
Wiggle
Slithering
Breathing in and out
The Bird Inside
I get this feeling in my rib cage, it feels like a tiny bird inside me …….
Flutter
Flick
Flitter
Hoola hoop
Tickle
Jump
Shake
Spin
Wriggle
If I open my mouth maybe she can fly free?
Noodle and the Ball
Noodle the cat has lost her ball. But since her ball has gone missing it feels like her ball has rolled into my
body!
Wriggle
Roll
Freeze like a statue
Slide
Stretch
Circle
Curl up
Twist and turn
Flop
Bounce
Yawn
Boing
Breathe in and out
Bob
Shake
Audiomoves Season 2: Weather
A Storm Inside Me
I love to dance, but today I don’t feel like dancing. I feel gloomy and grumpy; I feel heavy…. There’s a storm
inside me.
Heavy
Shoot
Thick
Thunder
Dense
Crash
Tight
Turn and twist
Stuck
Calm
Push
Light
Dark
Breeze softly blowing
Grumpy
Rumble
Not everyone likes storms, that’s ok. But however you feel, they always pass.
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Jumping in Puddles
You know how it feels when it’s about to rain, when you know it’s about to pour down and you can smell the
water in the air? This is how my body feels, it feels like my body is full of water.
Wobble
Jump
Splash
Splash
Rainbow
Swash
Tickle
Swoosh
Slide
Shake
Wriggle
Sprinkle
The only way to get the water out of my body is a good cry, or a good laugh – the kind of laugh when tears
come out of your eyes. I’ve made a puddle with my tears!
Cloud Shapes
Today I’ve been feeling like I have two small clouds in my feet
Soft
Weightless
Candyfloss
Fluffy
Inflate
Float
Deflate
Squish
Sink
Light
We can imagine our clouds are different things; a star, a unicorn……..what can you see from your cloud up
high in the sky?
Hot Hot Sun
I like to imagine how it feels when the sun is shining and pours warmth all over my body.
Melt
Jump
Flop
Hop
Shake
Audiomoves Season 3: Forces
Stuck like Magnets
This feeling I’ve been having reminds me of the magnet stuck to my fridge; it feels like I have magnets all over
my body and they all want to connect to each other.
Pose
Buzzing
Twist
Energy
Softer
Force
Breathe in and out
Stuck
Hug
Connect
Float
PullUnstuck
Weighing Me Down
My neighbour has been digging in the soil all day and making a big heavy-looking pile of stones. I can imagine
what it feels like to carry them – a heavy feeling pulling you down, down.
Now I feel a big pile of round stones in my tummy:
Shaking
Rolling
Lighter
sinking
Filling with air
leaning
balancing
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Slippery, Slippery Stop
I’ve been feeling like my hands are covered in soap, it makes my hands feel slippery.
Sliding
Stopping
Slippery
Gliding
Balancing
Twisting
Pushing
Spinning
Skidding
Jelly Jive
I’ve been feeling really fidgety. I can’t sit still, all day my whole body has felt tight and tense. I’m going to have
my favourite desert – Jelly. I love the way it wobbles in my mouth; I can feel it jiggle down my throat.
Loose
Wave
Lazy
Squeeze
Soft
Breath
Wobbly
Rise
WiggleJiggle
Fall
Audiomoves Season 4: Light
Fireworks
I’m watching fireworks out of my window. It looks like the fireworks are dancing – a flash of light comes
through the window into my room; there’s a sparkler in my hand, can you imagine a sparkler in your hand?
Fizzing
Floating
Popping
Flying
Swirling
Soaring
Vibrating
Sparks
Shivering
Expanding
Shaking
Stretching
Wiggling
Flickering
Shooting
Dimming
Circling
What shapes can we make? I’m tracing a circle …….
Lightbulb
Oh no, the lights have gone out! It’s gone dark – I can still move around though. How would you move around
in the dark? Are you scared of the dark?
Wiggling
Up
Beams
Down
Expands
Light
Squeezes
Flood
Spreads
Circle
Recharges
Twist
Flicking
Roll
Can you imagine you’re a torch? The light:
Shining
Growing
Candle
It’s my cat Noodle’s birthday today. The candle on the cake is glowing in my room. I’m going to breathe in and
out slowly so I don’t blow the candle out.
Now let’s blow it out for Noodle. But it comes alight again – it’s one of those magic candles that comes alight
again when you blow it out - now it feels like it’s inside me.
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Floating
Tumbling
Rolling
Widening
Opening
Glowing
Swaying

Flickers
SpiralLight
Dark
Melt
Wax
Heavy
Sink

Starlight
I’m gazing at the stars. I wonder what it feels like to be a star?
Yawning
Light
Stretching
Fluttery
Twinkling
Sparkling
Buzzing
Let’s star jump
Wiggling
Bounce
Sparks flying
Glide
Tip
Squeeze
Tap
Audiomoves Season 5: Tidy Up
Tangled
I love to dance, but this morning the more I try to dance my arms and legs get tangled up as I try to move.
Have you ever felt like that before?
Twisting
Knot
Tangling
Untangle
Coiling
Unravel
Long rippling ribbon
Soft
Tingly
Sleek
Tickly
Smooth
Wavy
Like a long red ribbon
Pretzel
Stack-Unstack
Today I had to give up dancing and tidy up instead; my room had become a glorious mess, I paired all my
socks, I lined up all my books according to size, and even organised all my pens by colour.
Now I’m going to organise my body; place my hands neatly…..
Side by side
Stable
On top of each other
Toppling
Folding
Petering
Stacking
Balloons Antics
Today I found this yellow balloon and I blew it up, but before I could tie a knot in it, it escaped and did its own
dance all over the house.
Quick
Stretching
Sharp
Inflating
Wild
Floating
Erratic
Weightless
Spinning
Hovering
Bouncing
Melting
Flying
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Hoover Ballet
Today Charlie is doing some ballet; a plie bend and then straightening the legs, the arms straight over the
head. Now first position; feet together and turned out to the side……
Oh no I’m being sucked by the hoover. The nozzle has stuck to my face…..
Pendulum – moving one side to the other side
Suction
Arcing
Spin like a pirouette
Twisting
Tumbling
Jump up
Rolling
Get down
Flapping
Audiomoves Season 6: Rhythm
Flute
I've been having this feeling in my body; it's like my body wants to talk to itself. One part of my body moves
and another part answers with a move of its own.
My hand and my shoulder want to talk to each other! Maybe it's somewhere else for you?
Shake
Kick
Rub
Jump
Tap
Float
Tingle
Whisper
Wiggle
Tabla
I have this feeling in my body I'd like to tell you about; I have this urge to burst out my fingers and spread them
wide and then my fingers want to slowly come back and hide in my palm.
Burst
Breathing
Leap
Stretching
Curl
Reaching
Jump
Floating
Bells
I'd like to tell you about this feeling I'm having, I've been really enjoying it; I've been feeling fidgety lately. I can
feel these tiny movements inside my body. Really small. I almost feel like I'm moving in secret.
Small
Tapping
Quiet
1,2,3
Quick
Drumming
Up/down/left/right/diagonal
Sneak - can we sneak past Noodle the cat?
Small quick movements
Still
Sitar
I love music and it always makes me want to dance. What's your favourite music?
Sometimes I can feel the music inside my body – I can feel it now. I can feel a gentle pulse echoing around
inside my body. I can feel it repeating over and over.
Pulse
Hover
Echo
Swing
1,2,3
Whoosh
Repeating
Breathing in and out
Floating
Rising and relaxing
Spreading
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Illustrations by Evie Fridel

